Plick(er) me a winner!!

Kirk Nesset – Prelude Behavioral Services
Tell me more!!

- What is it?
- Who’s it good for?
- When should I use it?
- Where should I use it?
- Why..... wouldn’t you????
What is it?

- Do you know what Plicker is?
  - A. Yes
  - B. No

- Resource to provide quick formative assessments in any course subject with no student technology required.

- Provides a prevention staff with the ability to tailor their instruction with instant feedback.
Example: History 1, 2 ......6
Who’s it good for??

• Schools with limited technology (one device needed)

• Small and large class sizes

• Students: Gets them involved
When should I use it?

- Entrance and exit slips for students in class
- Formative Assessment

- Should I stay or should I go???
  - Reteach the material or move on to the next lesson
  - Allow you to create groups based on understanding of material
Dealers Choice
Where should I use it?

- Large class instruction
- Small group involvement
- One on One instruction
- EVERY WHERE!!!!
Why Wouldn’t You??

- Provides you with instant answers
- Easy to setup and use on the fly
- Provides you with a number of mix and match options
- Gives you a formative assessment tool while using minimal time.
Questions??